**Set the Mood with Sound**

What mood are you in now? What mood do you want to be in?

Music can change or enhance your mood, but only if the audio system you’re using is capable of delivering more than just the basic essence of sound. The system must also deliver the emotion that was used to create the music.

We work with you to design a sound system ideally suited to your motor home.

Our goal is that, while piloting your RV across the country, you’ll be **in the best seat of the house** to hear every detail the recording artist intended you to hear!

To achieve that goal, we partner with Hushmat (sound insulation), JL Audio (speakers and amplifiers) and Pioneer Electronics (audio and entertainment system controls) to ensure that you hear only what you want to hear inside your motor home, and that what you want to hear is easy and reliably deliverable.

**Bring a concert hall experience into your motor home with premium audio system components, including top-shelf speakers with enclosures selected to complement other interior design elements.**

**Insulation**

Our audio system designs are is set up for balanced audio throughout the vehicle; everywhere inside the coach is the “sweet spot.”

This audio excellence is achieved from the ground up, starting with insulation.

Before anything else happens in an Advance RV chassis, it is insulated for sound and comfort using Hushmat (high-end material with viscoelastic formulation to dampen and absorb vibration from road, engine and other noise) on floors, ceiling, and behind door panels.

Hushmat material reduces firewall/floor heat by more than 40 percent, and interior noise by more than 50 percent.

After the Hushmat, we install cotton-based insulation for additional thermal protection. Our extra attention to insulation adds quietness and comfort,. It also conserves energy used for heating and cooling.